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Cassette ad may be rip off
By TAMRA M. LUCAS
Staff Writer

At least two Central students
believe they have been victimized by an alleged mail fraud company. The company, known as
Clubbusters, advertised the sale
of music cassette tapes through
the mail.
·
These advertisements were
not the typical "Columbia
House, 13 records and tapes for
one penny." Instead, they offered an alternative which was
''no club membership.'' The ads
proudly displayed ''no club
hassels, no club giffimicks.''
Clubbusters offered cassettes
for $3.99 each plus postage With
no further obligations. They offered 86 cassettes to choose
from. The selection included
hits from famous groups such as
Heart, Whitney Houston, Janet
Jackson, The Doors, and The
Cars.

·

Jim Pham, a freshman at Central, sent Clubbusters a money
order for about $24 over two
months ago. To this day, he has
yet to receive any tapes.
According to Pham, the bank
reported the money order has
been cashed. ''The bank has
returned the cashed receipt to

me, and now it's out of their
hands,'' he said.
Advertisements ·for Clubbusters were placed in The
Observer during Winter
quarter. It is believed many
more students could have encountered this same problem.
Since discovering the possibility
of mail fraud, The Observer has
attempted to investigate the
company.
Currently The Observer has
only been notified by two
students. However they are encouraging ,others to -inform
them. "We want students to
notify us if they have ordered
tapes and not received them. We
can't refund their money, but
would like to help them to
report it to the right authorities,''
Susan Monahan, editor of The
Observer, said.
The United States Postal Service should also be notified of
these cases. ''The more people
who report this fraud to the
postal service,. the more involved they can bec<?me,'' Mon.ah~
replied.
"
The same advertisement has
appeared in Rolling Stone
Magazine's March 10th issue.
The magazine is still considering
investigating the alleged fraud

Senioritis-------It's contagious
By VICTORIA M. ASMUSSEN similar.
The following is a list of the
Staff Writer
Top 10 excuses seniors (and
Conjunctivitis, gingivitis,
others) use when attempting,
halitosis, nothing is more serious . and usually succeeding, to avoid
to a career-bound college stu- doing their homework.
dent than senioritis.
10) This class isn't even in my
Symptoms of this highly con- major.
tagious disorder arc difficulty
9) I'll get up at six and do it.
concentrating on studies, inabili8) Why study now, I'll forget
ty to enjoy activities not directly it before the test next week.
connected with fun and dream7) I study better after a few
ing about one's first job rather beers anyway.
than one's last quarter
6) I'll just take a short nap so
This inevitable mental at- I'll be all refreshed for the rest of
titude seems to be quite com- the night.
mon on our campus this quarter.
5) I haven't studied up to this
In fact, it is even spreading
point, so why bother starting
among those who are not now?
seniors. However, for them it's
4) What am I going to
called springitis.
remember five years from
George Harper, a communica- now-the fun I'll have tonight or
tion r ofessor, warned students this dumb test?
of the disorder. "There are a lot
3)
zzzchemistryzzpeople that fall prey to it. The zzbiologyzzzzzzzzaccounting
thing of it is you have got to fight
2) I do best under pressure.
it and not drop out because
1) I'll do it right after Letterotherwise you'll probably never man.
come back,'' he said.
A person's priorities also seem
Director of Housing Services to go astray when stricken with
Jim Hollister testified, ''I can senioritis. Cleaning the room,
remember when I had senioritis straightening the desk, sharpenvery clearly. I came real close to ingpencils, calling Mom (collect)
throwing my notebook in the and working out all seem more
trash can and walking. I think important than schoolwork.
that more people than not get
I would write more about this
it."
There are a large number and and the measures one can take
to prevent senioritis, but I'm late
wide variety of contributing factors for senioritis, but the in- for ·a barbecue and Letterman's
fected persons' excuses are on soon-sorry.

will be reluctant, all it takes is a

further.
Pham, like others who have
been vicJims of mail fraud
believes he has learned a hard
lesson. He said, ''In the future I

I
.I

U.S. Postal Service Regional
Inspector
c/o Marval B. Hanadeh
Supervisor Consumer Relations
Memphis, TN 38161-001

slap on the hand one time."
H you suspect you have been a
victim of mail fraud, please
write to:
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Cancer event brings in $18G
By M. SCOTI THOMAS
Staff Writer

The Spring Stampede took
place last weekend and the
event turned out to be a great
success.
The 24-hour biking, running
and walking fund-raiser raised
$18, 000 for the American
Cancer Society of Yakima County. Many Central Washington
University students and staff
members, as well as the
Ellensburg business community
participated in the event.
The Spring Stampede began at
6 p.m. Friday night and ended at
6 p.m. Saturday evening. Many
of the supporters in the fight
against cancer camped out at the
Ellensburg High School track in
tents and motor homes.
There were 175 participants in
the Stampede. Food and drinks
were supplied by the BACCHUS Club. Entertainment was
provided by KQBE Radio.

''The event was a very
positive interaction between the
university and the townspeople.
We worked harmoniously
toward our goal,'' David Lygre,
director of the Spring Stampede,
said. Lygre is also the associate
dean of the College of Letters,
Arts and Sciences and an
associate professor of che.mistry.
Lygre said the most money
ever raised by the community
for cancer has been about
$5,000, and the Spring
Stampede exceeded that amount
by $15,000. "Many university
departments worked with the
community, and it turned out to
be wonderful,'' Lygre said.
The team from Kamola Hall,
with their captain David ·Glose
ran 170 miles. Beck and Meisner
halls' team, "The Walking
Dead," went 142 miles. The
Nutrition Club made a strong
showing with 167 miles. The cycle team from Al-Monty hall
participated in relay fashion and

racked up an impressive 540
miles.
Incidentally, the · Al-Monty
cyclists biked a course around
town and encountered some
problems with dogs. Lygre said
the dogs attacked some bikers
and the Sherriff was called,
however, no injuries were
reported.
The team from the College of
Arts Letters and Sciences,
CLASS, ran a total of 181 miles.
"One Day At a Time," a team
made up exclusivly of cancer patients, which included Lygre,
walked 107 miles.
Participants in the Spring
Stampede ranged in age from six
to 76, and a good time was had
by all.
One final note, Lygre said one
of the participants in the event
chained their bike to the Coca
Cola stage and apparently forgot
about it. If someone knows who
owns this bike, they should contact Lygre for more information.
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EDI TORI
Guest Editorial

Imagine if you will

bose, o~en less than eloquent students who mistakenly believe sweats are
a substitute for clothing. They have deadlines and the constant pressure
for new story ideas looming like grand jury indictments over Edwin Meese.
These editors must continue their incessant groveling before the university
for a mere pittance to purchase new machines.built a~er the birth of Molly Ringwald, and finally, they must deal with the harsh realization that
they are, indeed, communications majors.

By M. SCOTT THOMAS

and ROBIN M. OWEN

Imagine if you will:
SCENE I-Ellensburg, Washington.

Student upheaval is rocking the. picturesque cam.pus of Central
Washington University, nestled in the ample bosom of Washington state.
Students claim the university's communication organ, The Observer, is
limp, lame and fl.accid. The general consensus is the real news is taking a _
back seat to such scorching issues as the rights ofstudents to arrive at class
without being skewered by a runaway skateboard; an intoxicated dormie
and the unfortunate, untimely demise of his motorcycle; and the inane
ramblings of a paranoid peddler.
Pupils at this bastion of higher education claim they are lacking
stimulation, a direct result, they say, of a writing staff that should be
declared legally brain dead. The Observer has ceased to be a beacon of
enlightenment and has been relegated to use for wrapping mackeral and
lining the 'bottom of "Bokey the pa.ra~eet's" cage.
SCENE II-Room 227, Bouillon Hall.

Tension is mounting. It's 4 a.m. Headlines don't fit. The diligent
Observer staff has consumed so much coffee, they feel personally acquainted with Juan Valdez. Harried journalists do battle with equipment
so old it has a setting for hieroglyphics.
Such is the weekly unfolding drama at the nucleus of The Observer.
The distraught editors must deal with moronic letters received from ver- .

SCENE III-Utopia.

The sun is shining, the birds are chirping and all is peaceful and calm.
The newsroom at The Observer is as tranquil as a Calgon commercial.
Journalists euphorically go about their endeavors with a sense of pride,
and readers anxiously await the arrival of the weekly Observer with a
gleam in their eyes.
How was such harmony achieved?
Students and The Observer staff communicated openly about opinions
and story ideas. The staff moved away from the worries of production and
toward more emphasis on content. The Observer gained respectability
through the new found pride of the students and staff. Even the administration sat up and took notice by allocating funds for updated equipment and materials.
·
NOTE: Of course, this situation C:ould only occur in Utopia. It will take
time to change The Observer. More student involvement, student feedback and student issues are needed to make The Observer a JX111er
respected and admired by student, faculty and staff.
The change cannot happen overnight, but ifstudents a1J.d The Observer
staff really want a better pa.per, they should get involved and start making
a difference.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
.
This letter is in response to your
editorial? What a piece of worthless
trash. You are encouraging young
people to go out and drink. Do you
have any idea what you are doing? I
would suggest the next time, you go
to an A.A. meeting and listen to some
of the horror stories there. Who
knows you might even wake up.
Signed
Donald DQwning
Recovering Alcoholic
To the Editor;
On Wednesday the 11th of May,
the friends of Rick Collodi had a
memorial tree planting ceremony in
his remembrance. We would like to
give thanks to President Donald Garrity and the university for making
this memorial possible. Without the
special attention given by certain
staff members this memorial could
not have taken place on such short
notice. We would like everyone to
recognize and give special thanks to
these individuals.
·
We would like to start by thanking
Mr. Mike Lopez for making the

phone calls that sta:rted us in the
right direction. Secondly, we would
like to thank Mr. John Homan and
Mr. Don Rothe from the physical
plant for selecting a beautiful site
and making certain that it would be
ready for the memorial. Our thanks
also goes out to Mr. Richard Corona
who made the procedure of granting
the tree to the university so expeditious. In additi9n, we .w ish to
thank Mr. Galer Beed and the IET
Department for producing the plaque that will rest at the base of the
tree.
A very special thanks goes out to
Mr. Owen Dugmore for coming to
the memorial and speaking. His
words gave us strength and courage
in our time of grief. For this we are
grateful.
To all of those who attended the
memorial we also give thanks. The .
unity displayed at the memorial
showed how much Rick meant to
everyone and to everyone he knew.
We will miss him dearly.
signed
Friends of Rick Collodi

Please see Letters page 5
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By TAMRA M. LUCAS
Staff Writer

Forty people, with a combined service of 570 years at CWU
were honored last Thursday
during Central' s annual civil service awards ceremony.
According to Ona Yownans,
CWU personnel and benefits
director, "the ceremony is a
time to recognize those staff
members with 10, 15, 20, arid 25
years of service."
Each of the 40 recipients were
presented a plaque acknowledging their years of service by
President Garrity and Ona
Yownans. Those with 25 years
of service were also given an oak
picture of the university.
Yownans hopes the pictures will
become a tradition and eventially be established as a symbol of
25 years of service.
President Garrity was the first
to officially honor .C entral' s
long-time employees. ''They are
an amazing group of persons
and each in a unique way has
helped make this fine university," he commented.
The president acknowledged
that everyone was benefiting
from their dedicated service. He
said, ''The most important recipients are the students who
receive service from each and
every one of you.''
David Pitts, Ellensburg
member of Central' s Board of
Trustees, congratulated the
honored employees on behalf of
Central's governing body. "It
wasn't until I became a member
of the board that I realized how
complex and how dependent
the university is on these services that you give to us," he
said.
Employees honored for ten
years of service were James

President Garrity congratulates Keith Cummings at a recent ceremony to honor
Central's long-time employees.
Smith, Janice Heins, Jean
Hawkins, Muffie Corbin, Donn
Rothe, Kerrie Overland, Barbara
Moe, Noella Baasch, Penny
Anderson, Carol Mellergraard,
Gene Wilson, Darlene York,
William Essex, Linda MacDicken, Perry Rowe, Kathleen
Sala, Rebecca Thompson and
Jean Schliesman.
Those completing 15 years of
work at CWU are Shirley Sadler,
Britta Jo Hammond, Suzanne

Orcutt, Pat Haley, Marilyn
Goodey, Patricia Davis, Pat Mitchell, Marsha Brandt, Sandra
Balmer, Anne Farkas, Marilyn
Edwards, Rose Downing, Larry
p· "lips and Donna Pace.
,•our persons were honored
for 20 years of service to the
university. They are Marilyn
Fairchild, registrars office; Jim
Thompson, psychology department; Julie Selland, dean of
students office; and Barbara

Tollin, biological science department.

They included Leonard Anthony, purchasing; Beverly

Although these awards are only pre8ented to civil service
employees, not administrators,
this year there was one exception. Youmans presented a certificate to President Garrity for
his past ten years of service to
Central.

Freshour, dining services; Keith
Cummings, physical plant
grounds; and Barbara Knudson,
registrar's office.
The ceremony was held in
Central' s Lombard Room on
Thursday afternoon. A reception hosted by CWU' s personnel
and benefits staff followed the
ceremony.

The guests of honor were
those with 25 years of service.

Withdrawal policy restricting
By CARRIE O'DONNELL
Staff Writer

A new course withdrawal
policy will be implemented fall
quarter 1988.
"The policy will severly
restrict
withdrawal
possibilities,''
Charles
McGehee, chairman of the
academic affairs committee,
said.
"The reason for that, is over
the years · the present policy
caused more problems than it
was solving, the differep.tial way
it was applied between departments and faculty. It was not accomplishing any academic
end,'' McGehee said.
There are two dimensions to
the withdrawal problem. ''One
is the dropping of courses prior
to the six days of class, beyond
that," McGehee said, "it's a
question of when a student can
drop a course."
''Academically we were concerned not only with the differential application of the
policy, but also the tendency of
the students to be using it in the
attempt to structure their
transcript," he said.

Academically the (acuity has
never believed this to be defensible in terms of quality education.
McGehee explained, ''What's
worse is it tends to discredit the
students own efforts because
when an employer sees large
nwnber of withdrawals it carries a message. They don't just
look at the nwnber of A's, but
they also look at the nwnber of
W's it took to get those A's.''.
The withdrawal policy has
been before the Faculty Senate
before. ''There was a fight over
trivial things. There was a
withdrawal passing, withdrawal
failing and people got so hung up
on that, last year's Faculty
Senate couldn't deal with it at
all, so they passed it on to us,''
McGehee said.
The new committee decided
to start fresh. "We didn't want
to reargue the old argwnents, ''
he said.
The committee observed
other universities' withdrawal
policies and found some of them
are having the same problems
we are. The University of
Washington and Western
Washington University had

systems limiting withdrawal to a
certain extent. According to
McGehee, "We basically attempted to incorporate some of
the elements of the other universities' withdrawal policies.''
Up through six weeks of instruction, the new policy will
allow students two .withdrawals
without question,if they have
less than 45 credits. After the
two withdrawals have been exhausted the only way out of a
class is by going to the registrar
with a petition and then it has to
be a hardship. There is a petition
process now the Dean of Administration handles, and he
will continue to do so after the
new policy has been implemented.
For every 45 credits after the
first 45, students will be
allowed one uncontested
withdrawal.
''The faculty's experience is
that students will drop a class
when they really didn't need to.
Had they stayed with the course
they would have realized some
learning. Students sell
themselves short by bailing out
when things get tight, also inappropriately putting grades

before content," said McGehee.
He hopes that the new
withdrawal policy will encourage students to stay with
courses.
As the policy reads now, a student is allowed to make an uncontested withdrawal through
the end of the second full week.
Between the .beginning of the
third week through the end of
the fifth week a student may
withdraw with a signature from
the instructor. Withdrawals
after the fifth week will be
allowed only in cases of extreme
hardship. A student wishing to
withdraw during this period
must submit a written petition to
the Dean of Adminstration and
Records.
"What we've done is extended the cut off point to the sixth
week instead of the fifth, but
restricted the number of
withdrawals within the period,''
stated McGehee.
Jenell Shelton, Represenitive
to Faculty Senate feels that the
new policy isn't a good idea.
"The policy will not benefit the
students in any way and it will
add more paper work for administration,'' said Shelton.

Speech
time
changed
A free public lecture
titled ';Men of Little
Faith? The Ideas of Those
Who Opposed the Constitution -Th en and
Now," by Dr. Thomas J.
Kerr, Central Washington
University politi_c al
science professor, will
begin at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, May 26, in Randall
Hall 118, NOT AT 8 p.m.
AS PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED.

•
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stress and how to cope with it
. ·The booklet .pointed out five ways to

nianage your 'life and avoid stress. The
.
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Sally Thelan di$Cusses the many causes of stress and ways to' help .
manage it.
By TRISTIE THIRSK

Staff ·Writer
A two hour "Life Styling for Stress
Control'' workshop was held May 17
for interested staff and faculty of CWU.
The stress management workshop
was one of many training development
workshops available to the staff and
faculty. Sally Thelen, Director of the
Health and Counseling Center, was the
speaker. There were 35 to 40 people
present. ·
The main emphasis of the workshop
was to teach faculty and staff how to
distinguish between positive and
negative stress, how to identify stressful
aspects of their jobs or life and how to
relieve stress through a series of steps.
Sally Thelen began the workshop by
stating, ''You need a certain amount of
stress in your life." Stress can be
positive as well as negative. Some peo-

ple perform best U.nder pressure. Stress
however, becomes negative when a •.
person can't relax after a stressful situation is over. Thelen said, "When a
stressful event is over, let · "it go."
Negative stress needs to be dealt with in
today's world of high pressure jobs and
lifestyles.
According to a booklet passed out at
, the meeting, there are three · areas
which must be considered when identifying and targeting stress. First, the
source of the stress must be pinpointed.
Second, a per~n' s physiological or
physical reactions to stress must be
identified. Third, a persons cognitive or
psychological reactions must be identified. After a person identifies these
three things, they can begin to manage
their stress. Thelen expressed it clearly
when she said, ''ff you are having a lot
of problems, you have to do something
about it."

~~4R..tW~~~~~$.~J14~4~.,~,~~~~l'1t:~li;'
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In Need Of Family
Planning Services ?

I

II

first ·way accordiiig to · the book is ·to
''learn to ·plan." ·This involves accomplishing-tasksas they arise and rtot
· leaving them to pile up into one big problem. List tasks by p·riority and get
. them . done in order, leaving enough
time to complete each task without
.rushing.
·
The next management tip mentioned
was, "recognize ·and accept limits."
Goals are the main point here. Set
realistic ,goals and choose to do things
which need to be done. As Thelen put
it, "Be able to say '_no' to the things you
do without.''
· . The third ·pointer to managing stress
is "have fun." Take a break from the'
stresses you encounter every day and
-do something you enjoy. Thelen said,
"Be . able to laugh and have fun." She
ais6 mentioned working people need to
take time out from their jobs too. According to Thelan, ''Growing older doesn't
mean that people have tq have less
fun," She said people need to "Find a
place to have fun.'' It is good to get
away from the working environment
and really enjoy free time. ·
Number four on the stress management list is ''be a positive person.'' Try
not to put others down or be too critical.
Rather than focusing on the negative,
tr}r to notice the positive points people
possess. Thelan said when dealing with
stress, "Look for something positive in
people." Not only should a person focus
on other people's positive points, they
should· focus on thier own positive
points as well.
.
The fifth point is ''learn to tolerat&
and forgive." Thelan said, "Everybody
makes mistakes and if you hold a

can·

grudge it will wear you dowri.'' Holding
a grudge can lead to frustration and
anger which adds to stress. Try to be
more aware of why people feel the way
· they do and try to become more
understanding. As Thelan put it,
''Holding a grudge is actually giving the
person you hold the grudge against the
power to control your feelings or
mood."
Finally, the sixth stress management
point is "avoid unnecessary competition.'' Life is full of unavoidable competition. Therefore we don't need to
add to .stress by putting ourselves into
competitive situations. .''Competition
can be very negative and
self-defeating,'' Thelan said.
Alcohol, drugs, overwork and panic
should be avoided when dealing with
depression. According to Thelan,
'' Map.y people who are dealing with
stress are turning to drugs and alcohol.''
Dealing with any one of these four
things .makes an already tense person
m9re stressed.
Finally, Thelan gave a list of things to
do to prevent stress. The list includes,
regular exercise, adequate rest, proper
nutrition, effective time management,
training in coping skills, problem solving and assertiveness. Putting all of
these things together can help reduce
and avoid stress as well as improve the
way you feel about yourself.
The last two pages of the booklet
Thelan handed.out are full of relaxation
techniques which take 17 to 20
minutes. These exercises can be done at
work or at home after a stressful day on
the job. They are designed to help people get rid of tension and enjoy a more
stress-free life.
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The Kittitas ·County Health Department
. Offers The Following Service~
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* Yearly Exams
* Birth Control
* Cancer Screening
* Pregnancy
Testing
. * STD ~esting & Tre.~tm~nt
* Aids Testing and Counseling
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CHILDREN BY CHOICE ... NOT BY CHANCE

"

507 Nanum, Ext. 109

962-6811
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ANN'S
422 N. Pine
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STORE

Monday, May 30-- Memorial Day
COUNTDOWN SALE
Special Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Every item in
lOam-Noon-10 percent off
the store (even
Noon-2pm-20 percent off ,
.
2pm-4pm-30 percent off
sale items)!
Tuesday, May 31- End of Month
CLEARANCE SALE
30 percent -O;fF Selected Merchandise
* * * *
"where $10.00 or less buys the BEST!"

•

6pm-11pm
0
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Hours: 9:30-5:30 Mon-Sat.

Announcing Two Big Days of
Spectacular Savings .•.
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Sod cheaper than grass seed
By CARRIE O'DONNELL
Staff Writer

Recently, new grass was laid in front
of Dean Science Hall.
The area had been bare since 1960.
There had been plans to construct a
, building in the space, but the plans
never occurred. This year, a decision
was made to beautify the area.
The Physical Plant personnel then
decided to sod the area rather than plant
seeds. The reason for this was in the
long run, sod costs about the same as
seeds. Sod also provides the benefit of
the area being greener much faster.
Sod is grass already grown, possessing a root system. "We bought the sod
from a turf farm,'' Holman said. ''The
grass comes in mats and we simply laid
it down on prepared top soil. The grass
then begins to root into the top soil.''
''We did Dean Hall in three sections.
The sod that we bought came in two
foot squares. We then cut the squares to
fit together and made sure we matched
it up fairly tight so that- weeds can't
grow through, and so there are no holes.
You need to allow a good week or so
with heavy watering before it can be
mowed,'' Holman said.
The squares of sod cost Uor 12 cents a
square foot. "The cost is for the sod
itself and doesn't include the laying
cost,'' Donn Rothe, senior architect and
facilities engineer, said.
''Seeding is quite a bit cheaper per
square foot, but it costs more to take
care of it,'' Holman said.
Holman's policy is it's a wide tradeoff cost µi the overall life cycle of a
. lawn. ''It's particulary true on this side
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of the mountains because we am bum
up grass so quick, and then it can be
freezing at night," Rothe said.
"I'm convinced . our general policy
will be that any grassing that we do will
be turf," Holmari said.
Money to support the University's
facilities is obtained from the state. The
legislature allocates the money to run
and operate the University.
The money is allocated on a capital
budget request. This money is used for
new projects and construction. "We
submit a capital budget and an operations budget. My portion of the budget,
which is the physical plant operations,
comes through the operational side of
the budget," Holman said.
The legislature looks over the budget
and decides how much money they
want to allocate. Holman explained further, "Most of the budgets are put

QUALITY IS THE.DIFFERENCE
Tenn papers, resumes, letters, theses, placement flies,
tape transcriptiori, photocopies ·

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. 4th, Suite D

(corder of 4th and Ruby)

925-9225

RESUME COUNSELING -- REASONABLE RATES -- FREE ESTIMATES

together in a long term arrangement.
The capital budget is based on a six year
span.''
The Physical Plant has received all
positive comments. Both faculty and
students have Said it looks great. According to Holman, ''Students have commented that they want to know when
they can use it.''.
Holman would like to tell people
when they are walking across the area
not walk in the same path because it

Letters
Continued from page 2

To the Editor:
By now, everyone has heard,
''Vantage has been cancelled!'' By
the time this letter is printed, the
weekend will have past, and some
people will stiil have gone out to
Vantage to party. When the administration called the State Liquor
Board, which stopped the party right
there, those involved failed to realize
some very important points. First of
all, if a party is stopped, it will just
be moved elsewhere. Had the Vantage party gone on as planned, the
organizers were prepared to handle
any problem that came up. They had
arranged for security guards to check
the condition of drivers before they
left, others planned to volunteer
their time as designated drivers, and ·
there were crews ready to clean up
the beach the next morning. It seems
to me that the"youth of today" are
taking their responsibilities very
seriously (I've heard Woodstock was
left a mess with litter everywhere).
I'm sure that people will still go to
Vantage this weekend, but without
any of the safeguards. The ·o rganizers

really wears the grass down. He said,
''Space the walking area out so spaces
aren't worn down.''.
''Students have commented that they
want to lmow when they can use it,''
said Holman.
Holman would like to tell people
when they are walking across the area
not walk in the same path because it
really wears the grass down. "Space the
walking area out so spaces aren't warn
down,'' said Holman.

had even talked things over with law
enforcement agencies. As it stands
now, they've lost their shirts-so
much for entreprenurialship at Central.
The adminstration must have felt
they were acting in our best interests, but in reality, they were imposing their values on us. Those involved in the decision are also very
involved with BACCHUS and the
Substance Abuse Task Force. It is
important that BACCHUS provi.de
non-alcoholic activities for those
who choose not to drink, and those
who abuse drugs and alcohol should
have help available. But what about
those of us who choose to drink
responsibly? We all look forward to
the Vantage party as a time to
celebrate with all our friends. If
those administrators were to visit
some of these parties; they would experience the fun and collegialty that
only a school of our size and spirit
can acheive ...
Signed,
Jeanine Godfrey
Editor's note: (This letter has been edited
for brevity. If you would like to read it
through entirely you may come up to the
editor's office, BU room 225, between 2-3
p.m. every afternoon except Tuesday.) ·

The

MANE ATTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Graduation Special
• $3.00 off hair cuts
• · $10.00 off perms
* $5.00 .off all coloring and h.i-lights
.* $5.00 off solar nails M~y 16th-Jun~4th ·
Open Mon-Sat evening appoil')tments a~aHable
421 1/2--_N. Pearl. (behind Jaguars}925-3159.
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Voter
Registration
Drive
The upcoming Legislative
Session in the winter of 1989
will be the most important
one for Higher Education for
the next twenty years. The
Higher Education Coordinating Board's Master Plan
will be introducing several
new policies concerning
higher education for a vote.
Of the new policies. the ones
most affecting students will
· be Tuition and Financial Aid.
The ASCWU Board of
Directors has already begun ·
working with Washington
· Student Lobby (WSL) on
planning strategy for lobbying on the HEC Board's proposals during the upcomming session. One of the
main items voiced by
legislators is that students
need to become an informed
and active voting population.
But currently most students,
due to apathy or whatever
reasons. do not vote or get involved in state elections.
Starting fall quarter 1989,
the ASCWU Board of Directors in coordination with
WSL. will be running a campus wide voter registration
drive. We also plan to run
several forums in the SUB pit
to let students know what's
happening.
If you are interested in getting involved with WSL. to
work at improving higher
education. or helping out
with the voter registration
drive, drop by the ASCWU office in the SUB. room 106, or
call 963-1693.
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CW Cl's
Business
Policy
In my article on the ASCWU Board of
Direct9rs page, in the May 12 issue of
the Observer, I misstated one of the
outcomes of the business policy. The
Tent and Tube will NOT be able to rent
to the local community. Students,
Faculty, Administration and Alumni
will still be able to rent equipment as ~n
the past.
If you don't fit into any of the
aforementioned categories and this
closed door. policy offends you, please
contact the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce and voice your distaste. It
is only through a request by the
Chamber of Commerce that Tent and
Tube's closed door will be reopened.

We the Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of Directors feel that
the Wellness Hour is a benefit to the faculty and administration. The benefits more than balance the lost
hour of student l,JSe during the lunch hour. We also
feel that Wellness Hour should be opened to the
local community. This would create goodwill between the University and the local community. Thus
making it a benefit to students.
If you have an opinion on this matter, please feel
free to write us a letter, or drop by our office in SUB
106, or call 963-1693 Monday thru Friday 9 am to
5 pm.

THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISMENT
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SCE E
Western.Art Show drawscrowd
By DICK BROWNING
Staff Writer

Jim Powell particpated in the "Quick Draw'' demonstration .and
also ~n Best of Show, Watercolor, for the main auction on Saturday.
Photos .Courtesy Daily Record

Central student Ning-Hua Liang's creation ~n Best of
Show for other media.

for the best work in the main
auction. Mike Gentry who has
won awards at the Western Art
Show arid Auction in the past
received $2,000 and the Purchase Prize Award for his oil
painting "The Owl ap.d the
Hawk.''
Robert MacGinnis received
$300 and the Indian Culture
Award which is presented to the
best original work of art depicting Indian culture for his
drybrush watercolor ''Those
Who Came Before.'' MacGinnis
also won an Ellensburg Blue for
his watercolor "Spirit of the
Raven'' which was chosen as
this years official poster for the
show.
The final event in the Friday
night festivities was the 1988
Benefit Auction in which artist~
and dealers donated works to
benefit WAA sponsored projects
including the Kittitas County
Development Center for handicapped adults. The auction
raised a record $3,402.
On Saturday and Sunday artist
demonstrations, autograph ses-

Artists and art collectors from
across the country gathered at
the Best Western Ellensburg Inn
last weekend for the 16th annual
National Western Art Show and
Auction.
Motel rooll).s were converted
into galleries in which more
than a hundred of the best
known contemporary Western
artists displayed their paintings,
drawings and sculptures during
the thre~-day show which was
organized by this year's coordinator Marilyn Krueger and a
14-member volunteer board.
The highlight of the show was
the Western Art Association's
awards banquet Friday night at
which winning artists were
awarded silver trays, cash prizes
and Ellensburg Blues. Award
winners were selected by a
special jury of recognized
Western art collectors.
Garnering top honor at the annual awards presentation was
Glen Hopkinson who received
the prestigious Judges Award for
his oil painting ''The New. Colt.'' Please see Art page 8
The award which included _a .
$500 cash prize was presented

Western Art Association President, Darwin Goodey, DeLynn
Elliot, and auctioneer Larry Helms at Saturday's main auction.

Wagner found more than education
By VIRGINIA SCHNABEL
Staff Writer

· Playing music professionally
on the night club circuit seems
like a golden dream, a life full of
glamour pursued by many
musicians.
As Central .senior Paul
Wagner found out, that dream is
often clouded by the reality of a
hard and unsettled life.
Wagner is a talented musician/singer/songwriter who has
written 140 songs. He left Central in 1980 to play and sing top
40 hits on the Red Lion Inn night
club circuit. He played all over
the Northwest in the best rooms,
and played the Holiday Inn and
Black Angus circuit as well.
Wagner traveled and played
for five years, during which time
he briefly attended Eastern and

Western Washington universities, was married and had a
son.
''I never saw anything wrong
with this life style until I was faced with it six nights a week,''
Wagner said. He calls-the circuit
the seedy side of life.
Two years ago, after a divorce,
Wagner returned with his son to
Central to finish his music
education degree. "I came back
to Central for love of the town,''
he said, ''and because the music
and education·departments had
the most to offer.''
Wagner found more than
education when he came back.
A friend invited him to church,
and, Wagner said, "I realized
there was something more to
life." At this time Wagner
became a Christian and his Paul Wagner
music now tells about the joys of

knowing Christ.
While attending Christian and
Missionary Alliance Church in
Ellensburg, Wagner met Steve
Richardson, a local resident who
has performed in plays at Central and who sings in local churches.
Together they have written
and performed a musical
dramatization
called ''The
Christian.'' Five of the songs in
the show were written by
Wagner and the script was written by Richardson. The songs
and script work together to tell
of one man's encounter with
Christ.
''The play shows the steps
along the way, searching for
more to life, jubilation and set
backs when you realize being a
Christian doesn't make life
perfect," Wagner said. The

themes in the progression were
taken from both Richardson's
and Wagner's lives.
Wagner explained, "The
music involved the use of five
synthesizers, a drum machine,
and computer sequencing. The
computer runs three of the synthesizers and the drum machine.
The songs were programmed into the computer, which alternately plays strings, harmonica,
and the organ. I play two synthesizers which are hooked
together.''
Richardson and Wagner performed their play two weeks ago
at the Ellensburg CMA and will
perform next at the Moses Lake
CMA. Wagner said, "We will
Please see Wagner page 8
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Art
Continued from page 7
sions and auctions were all free and
open to the public.
The artists, some of whom have been
participating in the annual Ellensburg
event since it first began 16 years ago,
enthusiastically praised the Western
Art Show and its coordinators. Many.
who display their work at art shows
throughout the West said this was their
favorite show.
Sharon Pederson from Longview
who won the Special Print Award for
''Summer at the Taco Pueblo.'' which is
published in the current National
Western Art Show and Auction catalog,
said much of the success of the show is
because of the efforts of Darwin
Goodey, president of the WAA.
She said, "Dr. Goodey is really
remarkable and has a great deal of
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warmth and interest in art. He cares
about the artist and that is what makes
this show a success.''
Horse painter and sculptor from
Yakima, Gabel, who won the award for
best sculpture of the show also praised
the event. She said, ''I have been com.ing here for ten yea.rs and wouldn't miss
it. The people responsible really know
how to put on a show and the sales are
good."

Jim Powell, winner of the best watercolor of the show award said, "I have
been coming to the Ellensburg show for
12 years and it's kind of like a coming
home week. This has always been a
nice place to come to and the show is
always growing.''
Many celebrities including writer and
editor Chan Bergen, actor and sculptor
George Montgomery, and magazine
publisher Allan Dueer attended the
Ellensburg event.
The show concluded Sunday night
with a final quick draw and auction.

Wagner
Continued from page 7
then test the waters in Seattle."
Wagner and Richardson will perform

a new show every six months wit}l
special presentations at Christmas and
Easter. "We will stay with CMA churches at first, because that is where our
contacts are," Wagner said. Richardson
also has contacts in Alaska where the

Career
Planning and
Placement
Center

pair hopes to perform this summer.
Wagner graduates this quarter with
his teaching degree. He is student
teaching now at Washington Elementary in Ellensburg and would like to
find a permanent position here and perform at churches throughout
Washington during the summer months.,

Study Abroad
. Graduate
Scholarship
eligibility: age 18-30 inclusive as
of July 15, 1988. Bachelor's degree
or equivalent prior to commencement of scholarship studies. May
be married.
Application Deadline: j uly
15, 1988
For futher information
about application contact:
Bob Zeigler
Rt. 1
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Phone: (Day) 925-1483
(Night) 964-2210

ONE
YEAR
STUDY
ABROAD-Rotary International
pays all expenses!
The Ellensburg Rotary Club encourages candidates for the
1989-90 year.
Undergraduate Scholarship
eligibility: Age 18-24 inclusive as
of July 15, 1988. Two years
university work prior to commencement of scholarship
studies. May not be married for
duration of scholarship.

Central's Career Planning & Placement Center (CPPCJ, located in Barge
105, invites students to visit the office to
register for service, maintain a current
placement file, keep posted on campus
interviewing and current jobs, and
discuss concerns regarding career g<>als.
GRADUATING SENIORS should stop by
to make sure they are registered and to
receive job listings before they leave campus. Current bulletins are posted in the
SUB near the bookstore, Shaw-Smyser
and Barge 105.
TEACHER CANDIDATE INTERVIEWS: ED MAJORS PLEASE CHECK
REGULARLY TO KEEP POSTED. Union
Ed. Ser. District, La Grande, Ore., (Special
Education, School Psychologists, Speech
Therapist and 17 Elementary openings-teaching couples), June 7. Candidates must have completed their College
Information Form a-nd Placement File
prior to the interview. Sign-ups are posted
one week, to the day, before the interview ..
The CP&PC, Barge 105, also has a book
available of summer work oppurtunities.

Central Washington University's Office of Cooperative Education and Internships has field experience
placements for interested students. More
information can be obtained from Barge
Hall, Room 307 of by calling 963-2404

SEAFAIR, INC.: Public Relations Intern in Seattle. Any quarter. Volunteer.
THE CITY OF LACEY: Management,
Human Resource, and Finance I~terns in
Lacey. Need excellent written communication and organizational skills. June through
September 1988. $5.50 per hour. Deadline:
June 10, 1988.
YAKIMA SCHOOL DISTRICT: Community Relations Program Intern. Quarterly, full-time or part-time as available.
Volunteer.
SMITH, PHILLIPS AND DIPIETRO:
Public Relations/Marketing Intern in
Yakima. Need excellent writing and communication skills. Summer quarter only.
Stipend offered at end of term.
Central Washington University's Office of Cooperative Education and internships has field exrerience
placements for interested students. More
information can be obtained from Barge
Hall, Room 307 or by calling 963-2404.
YAKIMA SCHOOL DISTRICT: Community Relations Program Intern. Quarterly, full-time or part-time as available.
Volunteer.
AGRIMANAGEMENT RECREATION
DEPT.: Biology Intern in Yakima. Summer quarter only. $5.00 per hour.
AUBURN RECREATION DEPT.:
· Recreation Leader; Senior Center Recreation Leader. Job 1 paid only during the
summer and Job 2 is unpaid. Any quarter.
BALLARD
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL: Clinical Nutritional Aide in
Seattle. HOFN 444 is a prerequisite. Sr.
standing with a minimum GPA of 3.0 and
recommendation from faculty member.
Spring or summer: Volunteer.
COONS,
CORKER
AND
ASSOCIATES, INC.: Graphic Art Intern
· in Spokane. Good mechanical skills. Letter
of recommendation by a graphic art faculty member and . a portfolio. Summer
quarter. Compensation may be provided
depending upon level of skill and in~
itiative.

Neva's

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

* Full line of student supplies
* All Typewriter Accessories
* Lift-Off '{apes
111 East 4th Ave.

Across from Maurices

RIBBONS
925-4444

Mascot Tryouts
for .the CWU Wildcat

*

*
School Spirit!

Get Involved!

Promote
lfravel with the Cheersquad!
Support CWU Athletics!
Have Fun!

*

Wed. June 1

*

Nicholson Pavillion

3-5 p.rn.
Upp~r . GYrTJ

*
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RHC carnival to be back next year

Students attend the carnival to try their luck at the various game
booths in the Bassettis.

-

-

Dunkee Jon Elliot takes the plunge from dunker Darrin Pike as
T.J. Sedgwick look on.
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Permanent Wave

I
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1000 off Sale!
w/coupon only
Curly Perm & Body Perms
Spiral Perms, Root Perms,
Piggyback,

I
I

Putting for .g old fish was one of the games of skill as this student
show.
one in this part of the state, it travels
By CELINE BEARD
from school to school.
Elliott said the last time the dunk tank
If you were wondering why Central
had been used, a hole was put in it. The
students were playing like little kids
tank had to be fixed before the college
between Meisner Hall and Sparks Hall
could use it.
last Thursday evening, they were enjoyThe targets for the pie-in-the-face and
ing the carnival sponsored by the
the dunk tank were LGA' s from various
residence halls.
Residence Hall Council (RHC).
According to Jon Elliott, vice chairThe clubs involved with the carnival
man of RHC, the contests at the carwere the RHC, ASCWU, Marketing
nival included a penny toss, dart throwClub, International Business Club, and
ing, nerf hoops, a dunk tank, a pie-inAlpha Kappa Psi.
the-face, putt-putt golf, a jail for kidnapSome of the residence halls parping your friends, and pictures.
ticipating in the carnival were AlThey also had festive carnival food
Monty, Kennedy, Green, Kamola, Hitand decorations such as cotton candy,
chcock and Stephens-Whitney.
sno-cones, balloons, and streamers.
The proceeds from the carnival went
There were however, some problems
to the various clubs, residence halls,
with the sno-cones, cotton candy, and
and student programs.
''The carnival was originally a fund
the dunk tank.
''The deal with the people in Yakima
raiser for the residence halls, but since
for the sno-cones and cotton candy supthe halls were not excited about the
plies fell through, so we had to travel to
idea, the clubs participated more,''
Kirkland to get the ingredients," Elliott
Elliott said.
''We are going to make the carnival
said.
The main problem with the dunk
an annual event since things went so
tank was finding it. Since there is only
well,'' he added.
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Thanks to Southwestern
.I can pay for college myself!!!
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Reverse Perms·
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I Speciality j>erms l§' Long hair extra I
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CHI'S
I
. . . _ _ _ .._925-2320 _ _ _ _ ....\
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15 students already sele.cted
tor summer work program

make $4799 avg/summer
Must relocate-Car preferred
Summer Work lnterviewsTODAY!
Time: noon, 3:00 or 6:00pm
Place: SUB 209
Need 2 hours tree
Dress casual-Come 10 min. early
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SPORTS

Districts done ' bring on World
By CRAIG R. PLAYSTEAD
Staff Writer

The CWU baseball team did
something this weekend that
hasn't been done here since
1970. They made it to the NAIA
Division I World Series.
· The Wildcats made it in style,
winning all three of their West
Coast Area games in California,
beating host Azusa Pacific in
their first game 12-6 and Linfield
twice -12-11 and 7-4.
Three players were named to
the Area I all-star team-outfielder Joe Dawson, pit~her
Charlie Hatem and shortstop
Mark Greeley. Dawson had a
strong performance, going four
for thirteen with three
homeruns and seven- RBI.
Dawson's homers were spread
out, one in each game of the
tournament, and brought in
seven runners to score. Hatem
recorded one win and two saves
allowing only two earned runs
in 12 innings on the mound,
lowering his ERA to 2.92.
Greeley went four for sixteen,
and is Central' s second leading
hitter, sporting a .366 average.

CWU vs. Azusa Pacific
- Georg~ Farrah makes a dive for first base in an early
playoff game against Whitworth.

Charlie Hatem continued his
pitching tear, going the full nine
innings for his seventh win of

the season against the highly
touted Azusa Pacific team. Central scored 11 of their 12 runs in
two innings as they went on to
beat Azusa 12-6 in their opener
of the West Coast Area Tournament. Af\er being down 4-1 after
five innings, they began their
steep climb to pull ahead in the
game. They picked away at
· Azusa in the sixth with RBI
singles by catcher Greg Dixon,
outfielder Ron Kostick and a
two-run single by shortstop
Mark Greeley, to take a 5-4 lead
in the game.
With the game tied at five going into the sixth inning, the
'Cats came alive. In the top of
the seventh they scored seven
runs, thanks to homeruns by Joe
Dawson and Doug Tuft. Tuft's
was a three run blast and his first
of the year, while Dawson's solo
homer was his fourteenth.
Azusa scored. one more run in
the bottom of the ninth, but it
wasn't enough as the Wildcats
picked up the 12-6 victory.

CWU vs. Linfi.eld
This game didn't start out the
way the Wildcats may have
wanted it to, as Linfield scored
six earned runs in the second inning off pitcher Kyle Smith.
The Wildcats, however, were
not to be kept down. They came

back to score two'ill the third off
Dawson's two-out RBI single
and second baseman Brian Baddley' s error-aided run from
third. Central scored three more
runs in the fourth, but their big
inning came in the seventh
when they scored five runs, four
of them coming from third
baseman Doug Tuft's grand
slam homerun, his second
homer of the season and his second of the tournament. They
went on to score two more in the
eighth, one off Dawson's fifteenth homer of the year·and the
other when catcher Brian
Fischer singled in first ·baseman
Rick Anderson from second.
Todd Cort got the win for the
'Cats, his third of the season.

CWU vs. Linfi.eld
Central dug themselves into a
hole once again, falling behind
3-0 after five innings of play. The
tnird inning became the start of
the 'Cats comeback, sparked by
second baseman Brian
Baddley' s lead-off homerun, his
seventh of the year. Ron Kostick
then singled and Joe Dawson hit
his 15th homerun of the year to

Please
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Sports spending limited, success is not
By JILL ULNESS
Staff Writer

Although CUW's $172,710
athletic budget does not allow
for a scholarship program,
athletes from Central' s 18 sports
go to nationals every year.
"We have excellent coaches
and Central is recognized nationwide,'' Athletic Director
Gary Frederick said.
The budget for money-earning
sports was analyzed in last
week's Observer, and the ten
others will be examined in this
issue along with costs for officials and service fees. Figures
are based on proposed amounts.
Frederick likes to increase
lower-hl.~dget sports' moneys as
much as possible, knowing the
coaches request a minimum
amount. Golf's allowance is
$2,877-an increase of $471.85
from the proposed $2,405.15.
Goods and services for the golf
team include team pictures, six
uniform shirts, and 12 dozen
golf balls; a lotal expense of
$304. Travel expenses for five
tournaments plus the district
tournament cost comes to
$2,405.15.
Orchesis has always been in
the sports budget, according to
Frederick. The student dance
group performs annually for
CWU students and community.
Orchesis expenses include $400
on printing programs, tickets
and advertising; $760 on
records, tapes, make-up and
costumes; $465 on concert
charges.
Travel · costs for Orchesis
workshops and performances
add up to $100.

Frederick allotted an extra
· $1.05 to the swim teams "to
round the budget off to an even
number." Of their $10,095 total,
goods and services cost $672 for
nine .replacement warmups, 40
swim caps and team pictures.
Travel to five away meets and
the district championships costs
$9,421.95. District travel costs
account for over a third of the
total. ''It varies, but the team
normally sends 25 to 35 people
to nationals," Frederick said,
''They all have to qualify to go
with national time marks," he
added.
The· tennis team's budget is
$4,627-a $537 increase from
the $4,090 proposal.
Their costs are 48 dozen tennis
balls for $672, and $3,418 covers
travel to seven matches including the Evergreen Conference Tournament, and the
district championships.
Men's track bases its budget
on a 40-member squad, according to the budget proposal.
Their budget is $7,451-an increase of $1,488 from the proposed amount of $5,963. Goods
and services include line paint
and uniform replacements.
Travel to four meets, the district
marathon, and district championships costs $4,438.90.
Women's track has 20
members, and they received a
$775.30 decrease from their proposed $3,995.30. The women
use their $3, 180 allowance for
line paint, ten sets of warmups
and ten sets of "meet silks" for
$825, and the same amount of
travel as the men for $2,364. 70.
Volleyball's budget is
$5,532.30-a $1,576.70 increase

from the $3,955.30 proposal.
Volleyball and football are the
only sports to include their preseason travel costs under goods
and services. ''The teams start
practice in the first part of
September before school starts,
and they have to give up summer jobs, so the department
pays for their pre-season game
costs,'' Frederick said, ''We tried
to do the same for soccer, but we
couldn't.''
Goods and services expenditures for the volleyball team
·include $750 on pre-season
travel, $150 on six volleyballs,
$90 on five shirts and $60 on five
pairs of shorts.
Travel costs are $2,905.30 for
eight games plus the district
tournament, and $200.00 is
alloted for junior varsity travel.
Wrestling's $5,623 is an increase of $1,337.80 from the
$4,285.20 proposed. 'fheir goods
and services include: scale adjustment, trophies and engraving, singlets, and supplies such
as shoes,
knee pads,
headguards, face guards,
scorebook, and mat tape.
These costs come to
$1,392.00. -For six away meets
and the district championships
travel costs for 15 people are
$2,893.20.
The cost for officials to referee
seven sports is $11,121. "Every
sport has a different referee
association with a different
salary structure,'' Frederick
said. Some officials have to
come from Seattle and Yakima,
so each sport has different travel
costs.
For example, it costs CWU
$465 to provide six officials at

each of the five home football
game. Out of that $465, $135
goes toward mileage costs for
the officials' travel.
Two officials for nine home
volleyball matches costs $756,
-$84 per match. Mileage costs are
$18 per match.
In men's basketball, the cost
of two officials for 12 home
games is $2,860, $660 of the cost
goes for mileage. Junior varsity
official costs are $700 and are included in the $2,860.
Women's basketball plays 13
home games, and the junior varsity plays seven. The total costs
for two officials is $2,830, with
$490 for junior varsity officials.
The only difference between
men's and women's basketball
is three junior varsity
games-official costs are $70 per
game,. which should make a
$210 difference.

Instead, the proposal only
shows a $30 difference. "I'm not
sure why there is not a bigger
difference because the referee
costs are the same for both men
and women. It's probably a
clerical error,'' Frederick said.
' Baseball's costs for two officials are $1,575 for seven
doubleheaders and four
singleheaders. The official's total
mileage costs are $275 for all of
the games.
One official for ten wrestling
matches costs $450 at $50 per
match.
On top of the officiating costs
are service fees football, basketball, and baseball have to pay.
The fees pay the salaries of the
secretaries fielding the calls
from all the colleges needing of-ficials for their games. They
make sure everyone has
referees, Frederick said.

Administration
Athletic Training-m/w
Baseball-men
Basketball-men
Basketball-women
Cross Country-men
Cross Country-women
Football-men
Golf-men
Orchesis
Soccer-men
Soccer-women
Swimming-m/w
Tennis-m/w
Track and Field-men
Track and Field-women
Volleyball-women
Wrestling
Total

$ 57,386

7,675
8,040
9,145
5,885
3,669
1,840
25,960
2,877
1,725
6,000
6,000
10,095
4,627
7,451
3,180
5,532
5,623
$172,710
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Mint devours Pizza, Brothers drop BSU
Men's game

By KIRK LUNDQUIST

The men's game of the week took
place on a typically windy and cold
Ellensburg Tuesday, as The Other
Brothers upped their season record to
9-1 with a crushing victory over Black
Student Union (BSU), who are now 5-4.
BSU could only muster a total of six
hits in this game, as Bill Veliz and Pat
Patterson both had doubles, while
Kevin Burton led the team with two
singles and Joe Smith and Charles
Chandler followed with hits of their
own. Alas, The Other Brothers defense
crushed any scoring attempts.
The ball started rolling for the Other
Brothers when Jim Toole led off the bottom of the first inning with a solo
homerun. Dave Biwer had a triple and
brought in a run to follow,and Kelly
Byrne nailed the ball to the deep outfield for yet another homer.
In the top of the second, The Other
Brothers Dave Reischman led off with a
double. The fluke hit of the day came
from Steve Evenson, as he reached
third base on two errors by BSU infielders-real ''Sports Machine''
material.
Thanks to a bevy of errors committed
by BSU, The Brothers continued their
scoring rampage throughout the game.
The five-inning sleeper ended in a 18-0
bashing by The Other Brothers.
Biwer' s strong pitching was a big contributing factor in the win, his first
shutout of the year. The team has yet to
lose with Biwer on the mound.
The losing team, BSU, which is made
up of former CWU basketball players
and both current and former CWU football players, is not accustomed to such
beatings. According to team member
Joe Smith, "We have had our ups and .
downs,· but when we come together we
can beat most teams."

Staff Writer

The Mint Tavern kept their perfect
co-ed softball record, defeating Pizza
Hut 18-6. Six home runs during the
course of the game kept the score and
the excitement high.
Paul Bidinger' s home run split the
field in half in the first inning and drove
in another runner as well. This put The
Mint on top of the scoreboard from the
beginning, since Pizza Hit did not score.
Pizza Hut could not come up with a
run in the second inning either. Vern
De Boo' s single was the team's only
base hit. The Mint pulled in a few runs,
though. Bob Brooks said, ''The wind
was with me,'' when he hit a towering
home run into left field. Blazing speed
turned Steve Morgan's RBI into a round
trip. "I didn't think it would be a
homerun, but I put my afterburner on,''
Morgan said.
In the top of the third inning, Pizza
Hut had a stroke of power. With two
men on base, De Boo slammed a towering home run.
The Mint came back in the bottom,
however. Clutch triples came from
Laurel Robillard, Troy Micholson and
Eidinger. The most amazing play of the
inning was a sacrifice fly hit deep into
the outfield by Butch Songcuan, scoring

A Shoes Unlimited second baseman trys for the double play after
tagging a Slam Dogger player out.
.
two runs. Continuing the rally, Bob
Brooks hit a two run homer, but was
called out as he ran over his own teammate on the basepaths.
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word processing ·
962-6378

Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Aids: A Growing Concen1
One of the most frightening health
concerns today is AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome).
According to experts, by the end of
1990 an estimated 270,000 cases of
AIDS will have occurred with 179,000
deaths · since its first recorded
incidence in the U.S. in 1981. The
following groups of people are at high
risk for' AIDS: homosexual or bisexual
men, l.V. drug users, people who have
received a blood transfusion, and
heterosexuals who have contact with a
person with AIDS or at risk for AIDS.

CHIROPRACTOR
~DR: DON A. CHILDRESS D.C.
~~~:;;'!

B.A.-EDUCATION
PE • HEALTH • REC.

PROVIDING
MODERN SKILLS
FOR BETTER
HEALTH SERVICES
FOR ALL AGES

The AIDS virus attacks an
individual's immune system and
prevents them from fighting off
disease. Consequently, they can easily
beCome infected with deadly illnesses
such as pneumonia, meningitis and
cancer. Although an individual may not
show the symptoms of AIDS, they still
may be infected and able to spread the
disease.
·

502 N. RUBY

KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC

982-9796
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Reserved seat tickets available by calling (206) 246-6389.
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For more information about AIDS,
call 1-800-272-AIDS (M-F 8-10 a.m.).
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Although Pizza Hut could only
muster up one more run, The Mint continued their attack. Micholson hit a
ground ball that si}lit the infield on it's
way to right field, sending him on his
way home. Bidenger followed with a
two run homer to cap off the team's excellent hitting performance.
Despite the loss, Pizza Hut has enjoyed a successful year so far this
season. According to Starlene Colwell,
the team manager who sees defense a.s a
primary strength, ''I am really impressed with the team we have this year.''
Citing the outstanding and enthusiatic play of the females as a factor
in their success, Mint manager Brooks
is excited with the season so far.

10th Ave.

oa . only

General admission tickets available at the following outlets: Berry's
Deportment St0<e (Moses Lake and Ellensburg), Coll Drug (Quincy), Tope
Town (East Wenatchee), ~n's Pharmacy (Wenatchee), Budget Tapes &
Records (Yakima). Othello Ford (Othello). The Bookery (Ephrata). Music
Machine (Kennewick), Chelan Beverage (Chelan). G&B Select-a-Seat
outlets (509-325-7328), Ticketmaster outlets (206-626-0868), and the
Chomps de Blionne Winery (George). General admission tickets on sole at
the Music Theater Box Office day of show. Atl tickets subject to agency
convenience charge. Group sales ono charge by phone at ( 206) 246-6389.
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Tracksters to.break tape in Cal
By ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

CWU racewalkers David Cummings
and Dominic Urbano, along with hammer.. thrower Scott Bickar and other
Wildcats begin a quest for excellence today at the NAIA National Track and
Field Meet in Azusa, California.
Bickar, a transfer from Spokane Community College, which has won 16
straight Northwest Athletic Association
of Community Colleges track titles,
qualified for nationals five weeks ago.
He tossed the hammer a career-best 172
feet, 2 inches at the University of Puget
Sound Invitational.
Bickar noted he will throw the shot
put as a free entry at Azusa. The Central
junior finished third in both the hammer and shot at districts in Tacoma May
12 and 13.
''That's really where I expected to
place,'' Bickar said, adding that' three of
the seven best hammer throwers in the
country are NAIA Districfl products. ·
Bickar decided to compete at CWU, .
because he felt he "wasn't good enough
to go NCAA or Pac-10," but believed
he, ''had a better chance to go to na-

tionals at this jNAIA) level."
While he did not find the transition
from junior college to Central difficult,
Bickar said he needed to improve his
technique. He credits CWU weight
coach Keith Kellogg with strides he's
made. "He really stayed with us,"
Bickar reflected, ''He got us motivated
and really worked with us."
Bickar, ranked seventh nationally in
the hammer, sees the task that lies
ahead challenging. ''It's going to be
tough,'' he admitted, ''Right now, three
or four people jranked third through
sixth nationally) are between 178 and
179. It's reachable. I could reach a place
in the top four. Maybe 180."
For someone who did not express a
serious · interest in racewalking his
freshman and sophomore years,
another of CWU' s national prospects,
Dominic Urbano, has made serious
strides as a juruor.
·
Although hidden in the shadow of
David Cummings, Urbano's 46:01,
10-kilometer clocking in this year's
Central Washington Invitational ranks ·
as the sixth-best time in the nation,
beating the national qualifying mark by

over five minutes.
During his freshman and sophomore
seasons, "I went to district meets for
points'' rather than attempting to
qualify for the national meet, said Urbano. The four-year letter winner in
both cross country and track at Mt.
Baker High School, "never walked on
the road before I met Dave
Cummings.''
Urbano said one of his crowning
achievements was, like Cummings,
qualifying for the U.S. Track and Field
Championships. He confessed his
number six national ranking ''adds to
the pressure'' of participating in a national meet.
"I did my 46 in less than optimum
conditions,'' Urbano explained, ''I'm in
better shape now than I was then.''
Cumming' s contribution was important, indeed.
"I taught him how to train," Cummings said, "It takes months of preparation, not just weeks. He's improved
about 15 minutes from last year and has
the potential of doing well in his final
year.''
For his part, Cuµunings' impressive

credentials, including a second-place
showing in the 1983 National Sports
Festival and a short-lived American
record of 41:02 for the 10-kilometer
race walk in the 1985 U.S. Championships at Niagra Falls, New York.
Cummings qualified for The Athletic
Congress championships last fall in
Seattle with a 20K 'race walk time of
1:32:11. Two weeks ago at the University of Washington Invitational, the
28-year-old Cummings bettered his
showing of a few months earlier by nine
seconds, earning him an Olympic Trials
opportunity.
This is one athlete who built a foundation for his sport during his high
school days. While at Olean High, he
set the school standard in the mile racewalk. The two-year letter winner claimed junior national titles at 5-, 10- and
20-kilometers as well.
"I competed in the New York State
Championships and finished second
and third,'' Cummings recalled.
Although he· admits he is ''a bit
slower than I used to be,'' Cummings
and the 'Cats will no doubt give it their
all in an attempt to improve on last
year's 11th-place finish.

Baseball
Continued from page 10 ·
tie the score. In the top of the
seventh, the Wildcats scored two
more with RBI singles by Mark
Greeley and outfielder Chris
Johnson. Central ended their scoring
,, spree in the ninth with a one-out
homerun from first baseman Rick
Anderson and a two-out homer from

designated hitter Greg Dixon.
Linfield scored one more run in
the ninth to make the final score 7-4,
a Wildcat victory. Pitcher Carl
Casperson earned the win, his eighth
of the season, striking out three batters and giving up only two earned
runs. Charlie Hatem came away
with the save for the 'Cats, his second of the season, in two innings of
work.

TOYOTA C]./\SS (JF '88

GRADS & SENIORS,_
BUY OR LEASE
ANEW TOYOTA,
NO MONEY DOWN!*

COME IN NOW!
You may qualify to buy or lease a
Toyota car or truck, with no
down payment at all!"' Toyota's
unique college financing program
makes it easy. Beginning today,
you can enjoy miles and miles of
Toyota style, quality and performance.
If you' re a senior in a 4-year

college or graduate degree
program, and will graduate
within the next six months, you
may qualify for the Toyota car or

truck of your choice. and you
have one year from the receipt of
your degree to take advantage of
this program. Bring a current
driver's license and proof of employment or job offer, and
Toyota's special financing program for college grads and
seniors could be the easiest
course in advanced. economics
ever offered! Come in today for a
test drive and orientation to nomoney-down financing.
Get More Fun From Life ...
Drive A New Toyota!

See Sandy Goforth

Get your PADI full open water certification within a ten day period, $150.00. Sign
up at Moser's Menswear and Scuba
Suplies. Your home for Levi's. 118 E. 4th,
925-1272
LOVING PROFESSIONAL COUPLE
WISHES TO ADOPT BABY AND PROVIDE
WITH THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING. PLEASE CALL BARBARA
COLLECT: !DA YS)(208)-765-3187,
!EVES)(208)-77Z-7638.
SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS: Average
earnings $3, 100. Gain valuable experience
in advertising, sales, and public relations
selling yellow page advertising for the Central Washington University .Telephone
Directory. Travel opportunities. Expense
paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
Looking for enthusiastic, Goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying summer job. Sign up for interviews with
University Directories at Barge 105.
SPRING BREAK OVER AND STILL NO
SUMMER WORK? MAKE $1599/month
average. Marketing and sale management
experience great ivr resume. For interview
appt. Call 1-467-5727 or send postcard
with name, address, tel. no., year in
school, and major to The Southwestern
Company, Summer Work, P.O. Box 15947,
Seattle, Wa, 98115-0947.
SUMMER WORK 1988. HAVE YOU
FOUND IT YET? Now interviewing
students for summer marketing program.
How does $3991week average sound?
Valuable experience for resume. For interview appt. call 1-4~7-5727, The
Southwestern company.
Earn $50-$100 per day marketing credit
cards to students on your campus. Work
FIT or PIT. Call 1-800-932-0528.
Thinking of taking some time off from
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS.
Household duties and childcare. Live in
exciting New York City suburbs. Room,
board and salary included . Call
203-622-4959 or 914-273-1626.
NEEDED: A female roommate for the
summer to share half the rent and utilities
in apt . close to campus, $115 s utilities,
please call 962-5488.

Graduate Coordinator

NEED GRADUATION TICKETS, WILLING TO PAY!! PLEASE CALL 925-3707.

Valley Toyota

LAST ONE LEFT-1 male pure bread
golden retriever. Paper, shots, wormed, 14
weeks. $50.00 obo . 962-3011.

914 South 1st Street, Yakima, WA 98901
Phone (509) 575-4868
•No down payment required, prOYided lhe 1m<U1t financed is not mOfe than Toyota miftlfactl.fe's suggested list retail price, and
tie COii ct factory lnslalled op•ons and required tax and license lees. Proof ct inuabllaty required and no negative aedit history.

Robin McAlpine would like to thank his incredibly talented band for their hard work
and sense of humor. Here's to you Bruce,
Doug, Kathy, Joe, Beuel, Arron, Jake, Eric,
J.D., and Bob.

WORD PROCESSING, TYPING, Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all
forms. Resume specialist. Next to Campus
BOOKMARK SERVICES 962-6609 or
968-3228.
WANTED: Mountain Bike Mens--10 to 18
speed, 21 to 23 inch fra~e. Must have incremental (S.I.S) shifter, in excellent condition. Call Bob at 575-8581 after 7pm or
weekends, OR watch for the little chevy
sprint on campus that has the "PINNELL"
sticker on it.
Get CASH for ·your ·extra graduation
tickets, please call 925-7033.
ROSCO IS THINKING OF YOU RUFF.
I

Video resumes are in high demand by
perspective employers. Let EYEBYTES
help. Call 962-5610.
List your classified item on EYEBYTES
cable channel 32. Only $8.00 and stays on
until sold. 962-5610, call today.
ATTENTION ARTISTS: Summer is a great
time to work on your crafts to sell at
· W AREF AIR! Remember W AREF AIR will
be in November and we want student artists to participate.
FOR SALE: Mobile home, 2 bedroom,
very spacious, $4900 and negotiable. It's a
great investment for off-campus students.
925-7365.
Thank You! Thank You! Thank You for
the wonderful memories and the best time
I've ever had on Tuesday 5-17. My stay in
the U.S. wouldn't be the same without
friends like you. Lisa, Theresa, Emma,
Eileen, Mike, Mark, Jeremy, and most of
all-Ray. My five years have been beautiful
so far-and hope it will stay that way
forever-Ranee.
Graduation Tickets needed. Willing to
pay, call 962-3179 and ask for Todd with
the gorgeous Bod.
Female roommate needed summer
quarter. $250 pays rent, water, sewer, and
garbage. Split phone, cable and electricity.
Close to campus, 962-3820.
Looking for sumer and or part time work?
WHCC-GOLD LEAF provides training in a
modern caring faccility.
Flexible
schedules. Starting wage 4.76 hr. apply
M-F 8am-4:30pm. 1050 E. Mountain View
Ellensburg.
An- equal opportunity
employer.
MOVING BACK HOME FOR SUMMER.
15 FOOT VAN FOR HIRE TO WESTSIDE
OR LOCAL, CALL BOB AT 925-4441
DAYS OR 925-9776 EVENINGS, PLAN
EARLY!

